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The "Art on Climate 2024 Illustration Competition" is a prestigious international event aimed at bringing global

attention to the pressing issue of climate change. Organized by Fingertips Company Limited in collaboration with

the Asian Art Association and sponsored by Allianz Global Investors, this competition provides a platform for artists

worldwide to showcase their creativity and express their concerns and ideas about climate change through visual

art. Participants are invited to submit original illustrations that reflect on various climate change themes, such as

building resilient communities, defining planetary boundaries, fostering inclusive capitalism, embracing innovative

technological solutions, and combating climate change through collective action.

The competition is open to anyone aged 18 and above, encouraging a diverse range of participants from different

geographical and cultural backgrounds to contribute their perspectives. Each participant can submit up to three

artworks, which must be original and unpublished, ensuring a wide array of fresh and innovative ideas. The

submissions should be in a flat image format, created using any medium except for AI-generated content, and must

adhere to the specified size and format requirements. This inclusive approach not only aims to foster creativity but

also to build a global dialogue around the critical issue of climate change.

With no entry fee required, the competition makes participation accessible to all, eliminating financial barriers and

encouraging widespread involvement. Winners will receive substantial monetary prizes, with the Champion

awarded €2,000, the 1st runner-up €1,500, and the 2nd runner-up €1,000. Additionally, 50 merit awards of €150

each will be given. All winning artworks will be featured in a virtual exhibition, providing significant exposure for the

artists and their messages. This competition not only rewards artistic talent but also amplifies important voices in

the fight against climate change, aiming to inspire and educate audiences worldwide.

There is no entry fee.

Eligibility

Open worldwide to anyone aged 18 or above.

https://graphiccompetitions.com/illustration
https://graphiccompetitions.com/


Prize

The competition offers several prizes, including a Champion prize of €2,000, a 1st runner-up prize of €1,500, and a

2nd runner-up prize of €1,000. Additionally, there are Merit awards with a prize of €150 each. All winners will

receive e-certificates and their artworks will be showcased in a virtual exhibition. A total of 53 winning artworks will

be selected, with the top three receiving the highest points being ranked as Champion, 1st runner-up, and 2nd

runner-up, respectively.
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